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Why Digital 
Fluency 
Matters

Exponential growth of devices and data

New generation of scholars

Upward trend in digital scholarship labs, 
centers and institutes

Above all else – humans are innovators –
and we are in a new technology revolution



Key Assumptions

Neither fully 
open nor closed 
information 
access 
environment

01
Many scholars 
and researchers 
without tenure

02
Adjustments in 
assessment and 
credit i.e. peer 
review and 
advancement, 

03
Increased 
focus on 
ethics 

04
Mix of private 
and public 
funding 
sources

05



Digital Fluency 
Defined

The ability to select tools, know what to 

do with them, explain why they work the 

way they do, and how scholars might 

adapt the digital research if the context 

were to change.



Today’s Exploration

The nature of digital scholarship 
in our lifetime

Scholars future preferences for 
digital scholarship 

Digital fluency and tomorrow’s 
information environment



The Nature of Digital 
Scholarship



Scholarship Types • The scholarship of 
 Discovery
 Integration
 Application
 Teaching and learning 

AND

• Generative scholarship 



In Only 28 Years

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Domo.com- The world’s internet population has grown 7.5% since 2016 and represent 3.7m peopleData is growing faster than ever before and by the year 2020, about 1.7 megabytes of new information will be created every second for every human being on the planet.By then, our accumulated digital universe of data will grow from 4.4 zettabyets today to around 44 zettabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes.�Data is growing faster than ever before and by the year 2020, about 1.7 megabytes of new information will be created every second for every human being on the planet.By then, our accumulated digital universe of data will grow from 4.4 zettabyets today to around 44 zettabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes.�



Controversy
Giant Equifax 

data breach: 143 
million people 

could be affected
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• Somewhere between Mars space probes and 

genetically modified astronauts

• Somewhere between Google Correlate and 

crowdsourced research

• Somewhere between pedagogical agents and 

immersive learning

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Genetically modified astronauts – solving the problem of being self-sufficient in space - One person looking at the idea is Christopher Mason, a member of the Department of Physiology and Biophysics at Weill Cornell Medicine. In 2011, Mason came up with what he called a “500-year plan” to get humans off Earth. In it, genetic modification plays a big role. “I think we have to consider it for people that we send to other planets,” he says. “We don’t know if it’s a slight nudge to existing gene expression, or a whole new chromosome, or finally a complete rewriting of the genetic code.”



What We Take With Us
1. Digital disruptions are a given

2. Technology innovation adoption is highest when it meets 
human expectations 

3. Most humans capacity for learning is slower than many 
machines.

4. Constraints and tensions will always exist



Scholars Future 
Preferences for Digital 
Scholarship



Quality Millennials Generation Z

Optimist/Realist More optimistic. More realistic: 77% expect to work harder than 
previous generations.

Collaborative/
Independent

More collaborative. More independent: 69% would rather have their 
own workspace than share it

Digital Pioneer/
Digital Native

Social media, instant messaging, 
smartphones, search engines, devices.

Ubiquitous connectivity, highly curated global 
information 24X7, on-demand video, 

Public/Private Use social media to make their thoughts, 
opinions and more public. 

More private.  Chose Snapchat

Digital-Only/
Face-to-Face

Pioneered digital communications. 74% prefer to communicate face-to-face with 
colleagues.

Formal Education/ 
Online Learning

Question whether education was worth it or 
not.  

Will pursue on-demand or just-in-time learning 
solutions, or seek employers for on-the-job 
training. 

Job-Hopping/ Role 
Hopping

Impatient with career stagnation 75% interested in multiple roles in one place

Global Spectator/ 
Global Citizen

The first real-time global generation Interact with their global peers with greater 
fluidity than any other generation. 

Future Scholars:  Millennials and Gen Z

https://www.inc.com/ryan-jenkins/generation-z-vs-millennials-the-8-differences-you-.html (accessed October 9, 2017)

https://www.inc.com/ryan-jenkins/generation-z-vs-millennials-the-8-differences-you-.html


Future Scholars:  Idea Generation



Idea Generation

Smart and 
connected 
laboratories

01
Interdisciplinary 
networks 

02
Human-machine 
relationships

03



Smart and Connected Laboratories



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
http://www.urban-hub.com/ideas/how-wearable-technologies-are-connecting-people-to-smart-cities/



Interdisciplinary Networks and 
Global Interdependency

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
A pair of L-shaped antennas, known as LIGO, in Hanford, Wash., left, and Livingston, La., detected the gravitational waves on Sept. 14. 

http://www.nature.com/news/some-fields-are-more-interdisciplinary-than-others-7.29546?article=1.18349
http://www.nature.com/news/some-fields-are-more-interdisciplinary-than-others-7.29546?article=1.18349


Human-Machine Relationships



11/6/2017Sample Footer Text 20

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The Sputnik was sent up to space ONLY 60 years ago - Sputnik 1 was the first artificial Earth satellite. The Soviet Union launched it into an elliptical low Earth orbit on 4 October 1957. It was a 58 cm (23 in) diameter1967.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-bQEiklsK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-bQEiklsK8


Future Scholars:  Research 
Expression



Preferred Expression

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The ILT STEM after-school program at TCCS focuses on promoting critical thinking skills for STEM-related domains using plugged and unplugged activities for grades K-5. Starting in Fall 2014, the group examined activities designed to improve computational thinking and math knowledge. In 2015-2016, programming applications (Scratch Jr., Hopscotch), and Lego WeDo were used to help students learn to code and to develop computational thinking skills. For 2016-2017, we will teach robotics and computational thinking concepts to 2nd and 3rd graders.



Future Scholars:  Authoring and 
Publishing



Collaboration

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
A "Enchanted" book, with moving, changeable images, and interactive content, on each physical page. On view at "The Power of Poison" display at the American Museum of Natural History, in New York City from November 2013 -- August 2014. An online version of the material is at http://www.amnh.org/the-power-of-poison#page/, but it is key to point out the the experience online, on a screen, is a very poor substitute for the physical object--where each physical page updates as it is turned.



Digital Fluency in 
Tomorrow’s Information 
Environment



Research Competencies
Degrees of mastery of Artificial Intelligence, robotics, sensor technologies, 
systems of connected devices
Ability to design research protocols with new technology capabilities

Design, even develop, and have the ability to use research authoring and 
publishing platforms  PLUS…
Ability to learn new technologies and their impact on research 

Critical thinking on complex topics through a digital lens

Strong communication skills across disciplines, among generations, with 
external partners, including community members
Understanding of ethics, intellectual property rights, information rights, 
and contracts



Our Mission
Our Role
Collaborative partner in a 

world of labs

Collective curators of the 

world’s knowledge

Trusted coach and advocate

Collaborative 
partners who 
understand, advise, 
and create 
opportunities for 
everyone to benefit 
from knowledge from 
the past, present and 
future.



Our Role:  Collaborative Partner 
in a World of Labs



Research Partner
• Lab leader 
 Knowledge curation innovator + 

research methodology savviness+ 
technology savviness + rights 
savviness + policy savviness

• Lab Connector 
 Library Labs + 

Discipline/Interdisciplinary Labs + 
Institutional Labs + Geographic 
Labs + Universal Labs (and 
everything in the network)

• Lab Team Member 
 Participant in development and 

iteration



Our Role:  Collective Curators of 
the World’s Knowledge



Curation Conditions
• Complexity

• Scaling

• Authority

• Sharing

• Erasure

• Persistence



Open Issues
• Morphing forms and formats 

• Morphing institutional roles

• Collaboration and collective agreements

• Preservation 

• Reproducibility 

• Perceptions of authoritativeness

• Economic sustainability 

• Collective agreements

…and many more



Our Role:  Trusted Coach and 
Advocate



Our 
Competencies

• New digital scholarship methods 
• How best to coach others in their 

adoption. 

Learn to 
learn

• Understanding discipline 
methodologies, 

• Translating for interdisciplinary work 
Partner 

• Coaching on platform use, 
collaborative authorship and 
publishing 

Coach

• Intellectual property rights
• Information and digital rights 
• Ethical use of new technologies

Advocate



The 
Future



Muchas gracias
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